Designed for easy self assembly, Power Sheds can be installed how you
want by allowing you to place the doors and windows in any position. This
can be done as you install it.

Door on Gable

Door on side in centre

Door on side to right

Door on side to left

Many reasons to buy: 

10 Year Guarantee - A Power Shed is made to stand the test of time – so we
give you a 10-year guarantee on the timber.



Free no fuss returns - We're that confident you'll like your shed, that if you
don't, we'll pick it up for free (T&Cs apply).



Timber Excellence – We source only the finest European slow grown
sustainable timber. We are in the process of becoming FSC certified and
understand how important high grade sustainable timber is.



Door and window flexibility – You can choose where you want your door and
windows when assembling.



Tongue and Groove throughout – Your shed is made from 12mm thick tongue
and groove timber. Even the floors and roofs are tongue and groove to give
extra strength and durability. No overlap! No budget timber!



The framing is 44x28mm rounded four corner - and so when the panels are
assembled and joined together it creates double strength 44x56mm thick
framing.



Extra Tall – Your shed is that extra bit taller to give you ample headroom inside.



Toughened Safety Glass – Your shed comes complete with toughened safety
glass maximising strength and security and already beaded internally into place
so you don't have to fit the glass yourself.



Galvanised ironmongery – we ensure your shed comes with higher quality
hinges and turn buttons so the shed lasts longer and minimises oxidisation.



PVC Window sills – Your shed comes complete with PVC window sills to stop
water ingress and to provide a nicer finish.



Timber bracing – Corner bracing has been added to the panels of the shed for
increased rigidity.



‘Super’ felt – The shed is complete with a high performing waterproof felt from
an advanced formula with special ‘polyester’ backing ensuring it lasts longer and
doesn’t tear easily.



Advance exterior wood preservative – with wax additive meaning you don’t
have to re-treat your shed for a WHOLE YEAR. However, it is water based and
has just the right amount of wax which means if you want to paint over in a
different colour, you can.



Roof truss support - roof trusses stops shed roofs from sagging even after
years of use. Your shed will come with a roof truss every 4ft (apex only).

FAQs
How does the shed come?
The shed will arrive on a pallet delivered by our trusted courier. It will be
delivered on an 18ton vehicle and a tail lift / pallet truck will unload the pallet. If
there are any access problems for an 18ton vehicle (similar to the size of a bin
wagon) then please advise us when placing the order so we are able to make
alternative arrangements.
How easy it is to assemble?
Although you will need your own tools (hammer, drill, spirit level etc), the shed is
straight forward to put up. We recommend a two person assembly and you
receive full comprehensive instructions with the shed. If you have any issues,
then get in touch and we can guide you through it over the phone.

Is there anything else I need?
Yes, you will need a firm and level base for the shed to go on. The shed comes
with a T&G floor with floor joists on the underside to lift the building off the
ground, but you will still need something firm and level for it to go on. This can
be concrete, paving slabs, timber bearers or any other suitable firm and level
base. If you have any questions on bases then please get in touch. Some silicone
around the windows on the outside would also be beneficial.

